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This tale encourages pretend play, evolves the bond between you as well as your child as you
play collectively, while you develop your child's gross engine and sensory motor skills. Read this
book with your child and get energetic with them.This delightfully illustrated children's book is
made to engage your child in movements which were carefully selected for children to help
regulate their sensory system, reduce stress, build up their strength and coordination. So get
right up and get going with some animals from the Outback and enjoy the rich encounters of
learning!"Sensory integration, vocabulary development, facilitation of pretend play skills, and oral
motor skills are wrapped up in that one wonderful and stimulating book for youngsters. Fun,
imaginative and interactive this story featuring Australian Native Pets would work for children
from three years old." - Kara M. – Noemi Northridge Early Childhood Educator. Utilizing the variety
of animal actions the book provides a group of therapeutic activities that can be used in a
classroom placing or private with your child. Enjoy the fun and laughter as you jump, walk and
hop the right path through this book.” Cooper, MA, CCC-SLP “Just what a delightful small
storybook that highlights our unique Australian animals.
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Actually Interactive -- and Fun! My son and I really like this book! It's got simple, charming
illustrations and self-explanatory text, so it's an easy task to physically follow along.. that our
students have to be fit physically and to empower their brains.2 - Sometimes I gloss on the
introductory remarks in kids books, however in this example, the introduction helped me better
understand the rest of the book.Two quick points:1 - This book works especially well on my
laptop -- on to the floor before us -- where we can read it and start to see the illustrations.The
emu walking style is his favorite.Verdict: Fun, Engaging, and Good STRETCHES Teachers and
Homeschooling parents will love this.E..- Neurodevelopmental Occupational Therapist Such a
confident Book So cute! Great book Cute book with great pictures! Teaching to the "Exams" takes
time from recess and P. As a retired teacher, I immediately found the benefits of this cute
publication for elementary teachers and home-schooling parents.. My granddaughter liked
scanning this with me. Very lovely, and lets very young children play along with the animals . I
appreciated the link to more info on Sensory Processing Disorder.and far as an exotic adventure
for most readers because the animals are native to Australia.exactly as described, plus a bunch
of extra smiles. Not only will kids remember these animals, however the adults may also
remember the knowledge of reading and interacting with the children and the book. Completely
delightful.... :-) PERFECTION for Active Toddlers, Preschoolers &. Promoting active engagement
insurance firms young ones hopping, crawling and scooting just like the animals in the cute
illustrations, this book is PERFECT for "getting the wiggles away" for wee ones! Your littles will
LOVE actively participating with Walk With Me!. Little Elementary Kiddos!. A very simple
interactive easy learning book that gets the children involved with some extremely amazing and
rare creatures. This book is quite cute and works not merely for sensory integration but just over
all fun.all parents. Not too long, it definitely will keep my 2yr olds interest. Great interact, with
frog moves. Simply Cute A fun and useful publication for young children.Enjoy your walks, down
under.. I recommend the novel exercises within this cute book... Great title and a great book A
wonderful exemplory case of a book that both entertains and involves the young reader. The
illustrations are vibrant, fun, and clear to see.. Great book for kids to help focus Great book for
children to help concentrate, reduce stress build muscular strength in a way kids like, having a
great time . ... not merely for sensory integration but just over-all fun. I think it is works best on
the PC . A simple interactive easy learning book that gets the kids involved with some .. Basic
and short reading ideal for a bedtime tale. I find it is most effective on the Personal computer or
iPad were you can head to 2 page view to discover both picture and phrases.
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